
 

Tim Mulders
Front-end Developer

Work Experience

I’m a front-end developer with a passion for high quality code. What I enjoy is 

finding the balance between clean and reusable code, with a focus on pixel 

perfection and high performance. It drives me to solve hard looking problems in a 

simplistic, understandable and maintainable way.

+31 6 83 58 52 73

https://www.timmulders.com

info@timmulders.com

linkedin.com/in/frontend-tim-mulders

Redux saga’s

Skills
React

JavaScript

Redux

CSS (SASS)

HTML

NextJS

webpack

Vue

Apollo

GraphQL

StencilJS

TypeScript

Apollo-server

Freelance - Meditation Moments
Aug. 2021 - Jan. 2022
Front-end Developer
Meditation Moments is a company focussed on helping people 

experience their daily moment of peace. By creating a web-app for 

them I helped them reach a bigger audience. The key focus was 

pixel perfection in combination with performance and 

understandable code. 

Technologies used: NextJS, React, Redux, TypeScript

Jest

React testing library

Freelance - Zwijsen
Feb. 2022 - Mar. 2023
Front-end Developer
At Zwijsen, one of the biggest publishers for elementary schools in 

the Netherlands, I was responsible for two front-end applications; 

A dashboard for teachers and a teaching assistent. 

My role was to lead the front-end development on these products, 

hire new front-end developers to increase the development speed, 

work out the designs and work out the requested functionality. 

During this process we eventually split up into two teams to have 

more focus, which meant I only worked on the dashboard for the 

last couple of months. The focus during this project was on a tight 

deadline, maintainability and budget. 

Technologies used: React, Typescript, Redux, Redux Toolkit, Jest, 

React Testing Library

https://www.timmulders.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/frontend-tim-mulders/


 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Freelance - SKIM Group
Oct. 2020 - Dec. 2020
Front-end Developer
SKIM Group is a global insights agency that I helped by creating 

multiple reusable components used by 200+ analysts. 

Technologies used: StencilJS, TypeScript, StoryBook, Ionic, NodeJS

Freelance - Trifork
Dec. 2020 - Mar. 2021
Front-end Developer
Trifork is a global development agency where I helped with two 

projects; Allyourz and de Fietsersbond. 

Fietsersbond 
Mobile application for bike navigation made with React 

Responsible for the setup and implementation of the functional 

layer in the app. The main focus was on getting the navigation 

working correctly and having the multiple options for all the 

routes. 

Technologies used: Expo, React, Redux, TypeScript

Freelance - NOS
Mar. 2021 - Aug. 2021
Front-end Developer
At the NOS I helped with the implementation of the Tokyo 2020 

Olympic Games website. The focus was on a strict deadline in 

combination with code quality. 

Technologies used: NextJS, React, styled-components, enzyme, jest

Allyourz 
E-commerce Web application with CMS 

Responsible for setting up and integrating a CMS in a headless 

setup. The focus was on content flexibility in combination with a 

strict deadline. 

Technologies used: NextJS, React, Apollo, Apollo-server, Contentful, 

TypeScript



EDUCATION

TouchTribe

Liberta

Sep. 2017 - Oct. 2020
Front-end Developer

Apr. 2016 - Sep. 2017
Front-end Developer

Hogeschool Arnhem Nijmegen
2011 - 2016
Bachelor of Applied Science Informatica

Ohra - ZZP

Responsible for the account and order-funnel integration in a 

traditional CMS. The focus was on pixel-perfection and 

performance. 

Technologies used: React, Redux, Drupal

Responsible for the implementation of a white-label app, used at 

multiple events. The focus was on reusability and easy configuration. 

Technologies used: React-native, Redux

Highlights of my projects
Campercontact

Responsible for setting up and integrating a CMS in a headless 

setup. Key focus was scalability in combination with budget. 

Technologies used: NextJS, React, Redux, Prismic

Multiplatform web+mobile application made with React

Web application

Huishoudbeurs (and other RAI event-apps)
White-label mobile application

Liberta is a design company where I worked on integrating a 

hosting platform.

TouchTribe is a front-end development agency where I worked on 

multiple different projects with different setups and integrations.


